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Abstract
(Millar IL, Lind FG, Jansson K-A, Hájek M, Smart DR, Fernandes TD, McGinnes RA, Williamson OD, Miller RK, Martin 
CA, Gabbe BJ, Myles PS, Cameron PA. Hyperbaric Oxygen for Lower Limb Trauma (HOLLT): an international multi-
centre randomised clinical trial. Diving and Hyperbaric Medicine. 2022 30 September;52(3):164−174. doi: 10.28920/
dhm52.3.164-174. PMID: 36100927.)
Introduction: Hyperbaric oxygen treatment (HBOT) is sometimes used in the management of open fractures and severe 
soft tissue crush injury, aiming to reduce complications and improve outcomes.
Methods: Patients with open tibial fractures were randomly assigned within 48 hours of injury to receive standard trauma 
care or standard care plus 12 sessions of HBOT. The primary outcome was the incidence of necrosis or infection or both 
occurring within 14 days of injury.
Results: One-hundred and twenty patients were enrolled. Intention to treat primary outcome occurred in 25/58 HBOT 
assigned patients and 34/59 controls (43% vs 58%, odds ratio (OR) 0.55, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.25 to 1.18, 
P = 0.12). Tissue necrosis occurred in 29% of HBOT patients and 53% of controls (OR 0.35, 95% CI 0.16 to 0.78, 
P = 0.01). There were fewer late complications in patients receiving HBOT (6/53 vs 18/52, OR 0.22, 95% CI 0.08 to 0.64, 
P = 0.007) including delayed fracture union (5/53 vs 13/52, OR 0.31, 95% CI 0.10 to 0.95, P = 0.04). Quality of life measures 
at one and two years were superior in HBOT patients. The mean score difference in short form 36 was 2.90, 95% CI 1.03 
to 4.77, P = 0.002, in the short musculoskeletal function assessment (SMFA) was 2.54, 95% CI 0.62 to 4.46, P = 0.01; and 
in SMFA daily activities was 19.51, 95% CI 0.06 to 21.08, P = 0.05.
Conclusions: In severe lower limb trauma, early HBOT reduces tissue necrosis and the likelihood of long-term complications, 
and improves functional outcomes. Future research should focus on optimal dosage and whether HBOT has benefits for 
other injury types.
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Introduction

Hyperbaric oxygen treatment (HBOT) has long been 
advocated for acute traumatic injury but is little used in 
practice.1–4  Animal models, case series and two small 
randomised trials suggest potential benefit but the evidence 
to date has been inadequate to support wider use of this 
treatment in the setting of severe trauma.5–11

Complex open fractures with severe soft tissue injury 
are associated with complication rates ranging from 10% 
to 100%.12,13  Late complications such as deep infection 
and delayed union often require multiple additional 
interventions, adding to the burden of hospitalisation and 
disability that follows orthopaedic injury.14–16

Hyperbaric oxygen has therapeutic effects that should be of 
value in such injuries. These include anti-infective actions 
that are additive or synergistic with antibiotics, reductions 
in oedema and ischaemic necrosis, mitigation of reperfusion 
injury, and the potential to accelerate healing of bone, nerve, 
tendon, muscle, and skin.8,17–26

We conducted an international multicentre clinical trial of 
early HBOT in patients suffering an open tibial fracture with 
severe associated soft tissue injury.

Our hypothesis was that adding HBOT to the care of complex 
open tibial fractures would reduce the rates of acute wound 
necrosis and/or infection and that this would be associated 
with improved late outcomes.

Methods

Human research ethics approval was given by The Alfred 
Health Human Ethics Committee (206/04) and the Monash 
University Human Research Ethics Committee (CF07/4208). 
Approval was also obtained from the institutional human 
research ethics committee at each participating site. The 
protocol was registered with ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT 
00264511) and on the Australian New Zealand Clinical 
Trials Registry (12607000559415).

STUDY DESIGN

This was an open label, pragmatic randomised trial with 
blinded outcome arbitration.

The study was conducted according to our previously 
published protocol27 at 10 hospitals located in Australia, 
Sweden, the Czech Republic, Portugal, Chile, Italy, Austria, 
India and the United States.

There was no involvement of patients or the public in the 
design processes, conduct, oversight, or analysis of this trial.

INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION CRITERIA

Adult trauma patients with an open tibial fracture were 
eligible if their injuries were judged by the treating surgeon 
to be sufficiently severe to carry a high risk of major 
complications. Gustilo 3 grading was used as a guideline 
noting that soft tissue injury severity is a qualitative 
judgement and host factors play a part in risk such that 
some Gustilo 2 fractures might be considered ‘high risk’.12  
Patients were excluded only if other injuries or trauma care 
requirements precluded HBOT, or if major contraindications 
to HBOT were identified. The enrolment window was 48 
hours from time of injury.

ENROLMENT AND RANDOMISATION

Consent for participation was sought from patients, or for 
non-competent patients from a third party as allowed by 
local law and human research ethics committee approvals. 
Randomisation was via internet access to computer-
based assignment of the intervention group and a study 
identification number, stratified by site and with treatment 
assignment allocated one to one in randomly selected and 
non-viewable blocks of six or eight.

INTERVENTIONS

Trauma care and HBOT sessions were provided to 
participants in accordance with the practices of each site, 
without any trial-related standardisation.

Hyperbaric oxygen treatment sessions involved pressurisation 
to 243 kPa or 284 kPa (2.4 or 2.8 atmospheres absolute) 
with total oxygen breathing durations of 80 to 100 minutes. 
Both multiplace and monoplace chambers were utilised. 
The trial protocol called for HBOT-assigned patients to 
receive 12 treatment sessions over approximately nine days, 
commencing as soon as possible after enrolment and after 
the initial fracture and wound management surgery.

DATA COLLECTION AND BLINDING

Baseline health data and demographics, injury characteristics 
and data on initial surgical management were collected at or 
soon after enrolment. Early-outcome data were nominally 
collected at 14 days post injury with a range of 12–15 days 
considered acceptable. Follow up was conducted at three, 
six, nine, 12, 18, and 24 months to collect pre-defined longer-
term events and outcomes.

Data were entered into a centralised database via a 
secure internet-based interface which tracked entries and 
modifications. The database incorporated data validation and 
user assistance features. Access to each patient’s data was 
restricted to the site investigator or data collector entering 
their own patient’s data, and the project manager. Surgeons 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/
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initially operating upon patients were blinded to the trial 
group allocation. Clinicians and data collectors were not 
subsequently blinded.

Final fracture grading and all outcome measures involving 
qualitative scoring were adjudicated independently by 
two experienced orthopaedic specialists blinded to patient 
identity, site and trial group allocation. Investigators 
other than the project manager were unable to access the 
randomisation allocation and hyperbaric treatment section 
of the database until after the data set was ‘locked’ and 
provided to the study biostatisticians following closure of 
follow-up data entries.

OUTCOME MEASURES

The outcome measures reported were defined a priori and 
determined from the collected patient data according to 
procedures and guidance notes that are further detailed 
in the hyperbaric oxygen in lower limb trauma (HOLLT) 
protocol27 and the statistical analysis plan. All derived, 
scored and arbitrated outcomes were determined with 
blinding to patient identity, intervention group allocation 
and the enrolling site. Where the two orthopaedic specialists 
arbitrating outcomes were not initially in agreement, they 
conferred to come to a decision. The primary outcome was 
the occurrence of infection or necrosis or both during the 
period from initial surgery to the 14-day assessment date. 
This was determined as follows. Enrolling centres were 
asked to record their determination of clinical episodes of 
‘infection’ and ‘necrosis’ according to the study criteria. 
The definitive determination of primary outcome events 
was confirmed after blinded review of all available data 
including surgical debridements, other surgical findings and 
procedures, antibiotics prescribed, microbiology, wound 
data and photos where available. The US Centre for Disease 
Control wound infection guidelines were used in assessing 
infection events. The trial outcome of necrosis excluded 
minimal wound edge necrosis and debridements to ‘clean 
up wound edges’. When patients were discharged early, data 
from the three-month review were also reviewed.

The components of the primary outcome were also assessed 
separately in accordance with our study hypothesis that 
HBOT would reduce the rates of acute wound necrosis and/
or infection. Other pre-specified early secondary outcomes 
included identification of those acute complications that 
were clinically severe according to a priori guidelines.  
Characteristics of clinical care provided were assessed, 
including whether HBOT commenced within 24 hours or 
not and whether the number of HBOT sessions achieved met 
the arbitrarily chosen six that was defined as a ‘therapeutic 
course’. Multivariate analysis was undertaken to assess 
whether there might be any inter-group difference after 
adjustment for any risk factor differences between groups 
based on injury severity.

Late outcome data included measures of wound healing, 
infections, bone grafts and non-union assessed at three-
month intervals up to 12 months after injury. Radiological 
image files and records of hospital re-admissions and 
surgical procedures were also recorded. These data were 
reviewed and arbitrated by the blinded adjudicators as 
meeting or not meeting criteria for being recorded as a 
‘problem wound’, a ‘deep infection’, ‘osteomyelitis’, or 
‘delayed union’ using pre-determined guidelines. ‘Problem 
wounds’ were identified by the blinded assessors considering 
the same guidance factors used to determine ‘clinically 
severe’ acute infections and necrosis, as well as any 
prolonged hospitalisation or re-admission, requirement for 
additional surgical procedures and whether an open wound 
was associated with late wound related deep infections and 
necrosis. ‘Osteomyelitis’ was recorded if the treating centre 
had made that diagnosis and this was confirmed by checking 
for antibiotic use and surgical procedures. Determinations 
of ‘delayed union’ were based upon clinician diagnosis of 
non-union at nine or 12 months or a bone graft having been 
performed or scheduled for non-union or pseudo-arthrosis.

The reported measure ‘incidence of significant late 
complications’ is a composite of the above measures 
(occurrence of either a problem wound or a deep infection 
or osteomyelitis or delayed union or any combinations).

Questionnaire-based functional and quality of life 
assessments were administered at 12 and 24 months using 
the language specific short form 36 (SF36v2) and the lower 
limb components of the short musculoskeletal function 
assessment (SMFA).28

SAMPLE SIZE AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

An original sample size of 250 participants was selected to 
provide 80% power to detect a reduction in the incidence 
of the composite outcome of acute infection and/or necrosis 
from 30% to 15% at P = 0.05. The analysis of outcome data 
was undertaken in accordance with a pre-decided statistical 
analysis plan (see supplementary material).

The primary analysis was on an unadjusted intention-to-
treat basis. Secondary outcomes analysis included using 
mixed effects logistic regression to adjust for any potential 
differences in risk of complications between treatment 
allocation groups, with injury severity grading as a fixed 
effect and recruiting centre as a random effect. Centres that 
recruited fewer than 10 patients were combined as a single 
‘other centre’ to avoid instability in the model estimation 
procedure. The injury severity factors adjusted for were 
Gustilo grade, severe contamination and muscle loss.

Time to surgical wound closure and time to definitive 
fracture fixation were compared using a competing risk 
survival analysis with amputation as a competing risk.
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For the SF36v2, SMFA and pain scores, mixed effects 
linear regression models, accounting for time since injury, 
were used.

Stata Statistical Software: Release 13 (StataCorp LP, College 
Station TX, USA) was used to analyse the data. A two-sided 
P-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant with 
no adjustment made to P-values for the assessment of 
multiple secondary outcomes since they were pre-specified.

CHANGES TO TRIAL DESIGN

The trial was originally conceived as enrolling patients 
within 24 hours of injury. This time window was increased 
to 48 hours in response to difficulties in achieving early 
enrolments.

A futility analysis was performed by the data safety and 
monitoring committee after only 44 patients were enrolled 
in the first 3.5 years of the study. Without un-blinding, this 
identified a higher-than-expected incidence of recorded 
acute complications, leading to the prediction that a revised 
enrolment target of 120 subjects had reasonable prospects 
to demonstrate significant study outcomes.

STUDY SITE CHARACTERISTICS

Most sites were academic hospitals associated with Level 1 
trauma centres. All hyperbaric centres were physically and 
organisationally integrated into a hospital.

Results

A total of 120 patients were enrolled over the period 
13 February 2007 to 18 August 2014.

PATIENT CHARACTERISTICS

The group allocation ratio was exactly one to one. One 
patient allocated to the HBOT group had bilateral eligible 
fractures and these were evaluated as one injury, with the 
worst outcomes used for analysis.

There were no significant differences between the groups 
in patient or injury characteristics (Table 1).

SURGICAL MANAGEMENT

The characteristics of initial surgery performed did not differ 
between groups (Table 2).

There was no difference in time to surgical wound closure 
(hazard ratio 1.42, 95% confidence interval [CI] 0.84 to 2.39; 

P = 0.19) or time to definitive internal fixation (hazard ratio 
1.31, 95% CI 0.83 to 2.07; P = 0.25).

For more information on surgical management and timing, 
see *sections S5, S8, S9 and S12 in the online supplementary 
material .

LOSSES AND EXCLUSIONS

Two patients in the HBOT group withdrew from the study. 
One withdrew prior to any treatment and one after an initial 
HBOT session. Both declined follow-up. One patient in the 
control group had insufficient data recorded for meaningful 
analysis. Acute outcomes are therefore reported for 117 
(98%) patients. A CONSORT diagram appears on page 41 
of the supplementary material.

HYPERBARIC OXYGEN TREATMENT

In total, 619 HBOT sessions were provided to 65 enrolled 
patients during the conduct of the HOLLT trial. The median 
time to commencing HBOT was 21.6 h (interquartile range 
18.7 to 28.6), with 37 patients (65%) receiving their first 
session within 24 h of enrolment. There was no significant 
difference in clinically severe complications for those 
commencing treatment on the first versus the second post 
injury day (see supplementary Table S7).

Of 60 patients allocated to HBOT, 51 (85%) received the 
six or more HBOT sessions that were a priori considered 
a therapeutic course. Seven (12%) were intolerant, with 
three failing to complete their first pressurisation and 
four receiving only one treatment. One patient underwent 
amputation after five sessions for complications of a severe 
Gustilo 3C fracture and another with a Gustilo 2 fracture 
refused further treatments after receiving four sessions (see 
supplementary Table S22).

PRIMARY OUTCOME (INTENTION TO TREAT)

We found no statistically significant difference between 
groups in the incidence of the composite primary outcome 
of one or more acute phase complications (infection and/
or necrosis), with 25 events (43%) in the HBOT group and 
34 events (58%) in the control group (odds ratio [OR] 0.55, 
95% CI 0.25 to 1.18; P = 0.12).

PRIMARY OUTCOME COMPONENTS

Necrosis was reduced in the HBOT group (29% vs 53%; 
OR 0.35, 95% CI 0.16 to 0.78; P = 0.01).

Footnote: *Supplementary material is available on the DHM Journal website:
https://www.dhmjournal.com/images/Appendices/52_3/Millar_HOLLT_Supplementary_material_2022-523_2.pdf

https://www.dhmjournal.com/images/Appendices/52_3/Millar_HOLLT_Supplementary_material_2022-523_2.pdf
https://www.dhmjournal.com/images/Appendices/52_3/Millar_HOLLT_Supplementary_material_2022-523_2.pdf
https://www.dhmjournal.com/images/Appendices/52_3/Millar_HOLLT_Supplementary_material_2022-523_2.pdf
https://www.dhmjournal.com/images/Appendices/52_3/Millar_HOLLT_Supplementary_material_2022-523_2.pdf
https://www.dhmjournal.com/images/Appendices/52_3/Millar_HOLLT_Supplementary_material_2022-523_2.pdf
https://www.dhmjournal.com/images/Appendices/52_3/Millar_HOLLT_Supplementary_material_2022-523_2.pdf
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There was no statistically significant difference in the acute 
infection rate (22% vs 32%; unadjusted OR 0.61, 95% 
CI 0.26 to 1.43; P = 0.26).

Fewer patients in the HBOT group experienced the problem 
of having both infection AND necrosis (9% vs 27%; 
unadjusted OR 0.23, 95% CI 0.08 to 0.70; P = 0.01).

SECONDARY OUTCOMES

The primary outcome measures were analysed with 
multivariate adjustment for the baseline injury severity 
factors (Gustilo grade, contamination and hospital) in 
accordance with the statistical analysis plan. The statistical 
relationship between HBOT allocation and the incidence of 
acute infection and/or necrosis strengthened but remained 
non-significant (adjusted OR 0.43, 95% CI 0.17 to 1.09; 
P = 0.08), and the same occurred with respect to infection 
(adjusted OR 0.46, 95% CI 0.17 to 1.28; P = 0.14). The 
association between HBOT allocation and reduced necrosis 

was stronger (adjusted OR 0.28, 95% CI 0.11 to 0.72; 
P = 0.008), as was the association between HBOT allocation 
and the combination of infection and necrosis (adjusted OR 
0.16, 95% CI 0.04 to 0.61; P = 0.007).

There were no differences in any of the other planned acute 
secondary outcomes (Table 3). There were fewer severe 
infections and severe necrosis events in the HBOT group 
but this was not statistically significant. Further detail is 
provided in supplementary material (S11).

At 12 months, nine of 117 (7.7%) patients had been lost 
to follow-up. The four patients who underwent early 
amputation were excluded from the following analysis of 
late limb injury complications.

Over the 14 day to 12 month period, patients receiving 
HBOT were less likely to suffer a defined late complication 
(6/52 vs 18/52; 12% vs 35%; OR 0.24, 95% CI 0.08 to 0.68; 
P = 0.007).

Table 1
Characteristics of patients enrolled and randomised; data are n (%) or median (interquartile range); BMI – body mass index; HBOT − 

hyperbaric oxygen treatment

Parameter
HBOT
(n = 60)

Control
(n = 60)

Age (years) 40 (31.0−55.5) 40 (27.0−53.0)
Male 50 (83%) 47 (78%)
BMI kg·m-2 26.5 (23.7−29.4) 25.2 (23.7−29.6)
Current Smoker 18 (30%) 15 (26%)
Diabetes 2 (3%) 2 (3%)
Injury severity score 13.5 (9−18) 10 (9−18)

Fracture location(s)
   Plateau 5 (8%) 6 (10%)
   Proximal shaft 13 (22%) 7 (12%)
   Mid shaft 21 (35%) 21 (35%)
   Distal shaft 30 (50%) 31 (52%)
   Pilon / Ankle joint 7 (12%) 9 (15%)
   Multi-site 16 (27%) 14 (23%)

Fracture type
   Transverse 16 (27%) 12 (20%)
   Spiral 7 (12%) 5 (8%)
   Segmental 7 (12%) 5 (8%)
   Comminuted 39 (65%) 43 (72%)

Wound characteristics
   Signif. contamination 14 (23%) 7 (11%)
   Skin loss 26 (43%) 23 (38%)
   Muscle loss 15 (25%) 9 (15%)
   Bone loss 13 (22%) 10 (17%)

Arbitrated Gustilo grading
   Grade 1 1 (2%) 2 (3%)

   Grade 2 13 (22%) 11 (18%)

   Grade 3A 27 (45%) 28 (47%)

   Grade 3B 16 (27%) 15 (25%)

   Grade 3C 3 (5%) 3 (5%)

https://www.dhmjournal.com/images/Appendices/52_3/Millar_HOLLT_Supplementary_material_2022-523_2.pdf
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Fewer patients receiving HBOT were observed to have 
an open wound at each of the three-monthly reviews. At 
six months, only one HBOT patient had an open wound, 
compared with 10 in the control group. There were no 
wounds in HBOT patients that were arbitrated as ‘problem 
wounds’ by blinded assessors whilst there were seven such 
problem wounds identified in the control group. The odds 
of wounds being healed at review over the 12 months were 
higher for HBOT patients compared to controls (mixed 
effects logistic regression OR 1.65, 95% CI 1.07 to 2.53; 
P = 0.02).

Delayed union was lower in the HBOT group; 10% vs 25% 
(OR 0.31, 95% CI 0.10 to 0.95; P = 0.04) (Table 4).

HEALTH-RELATED QUALITY OF LIFE OUTCOMES

Complete SF36v2 and SMFA lower limb subscale data 
were available for 74 (62%) patients at 12 months (35/60 
HBOT, 39/60 Control) and for 60 (50%) at 24 months (29/60 
HBOT, 31/60 Control). Assessments were not available from 
patients who declined participation and where enrolling 
centre resources did not enable administration of the 

Parameter
HBOT
(n = 60)

Control
(n = 60)

Time from injury to surgery (hours) 5.4 (3.6−8.3) 5.1 (3.2−7.3) 

Fasciotomy performed 6 (10%) 5 (8%)
Debridement performed 47 (78%) 43 (72%)
Major skin excision 5 (8%) 3 (5%)
Significant deep debridement 10 (17%) 9 (15%)
Length of stay (days) 15 (10−22) 15 (10−24)
ICU admission 10 (17.5%) 19 (32.2%)

Fracture management*
Intramedullary nail 18 (30%) 19 (32%)
Internal fixation (other than IM nail) 13 (22%) 14 (23%)
External fixation 38 (63%) 37 (62%)
Splint 7 (12%) 7 (12%)

Outcome components
HBOT
(n = 58)

Control
(n = 59)

OR [95% CI] P-value

Primary outcomes
≥ 1 wound complication* 25 (43%) 34 (58%) 0.55 [0.25 to 1.18] 0·12
     Necrosis 17 (29%) 31 (53%) 0.35 [0.16 to 0.78] 0·01
     Infection 13 (22%) 19 (32%) 0.61 [0.26 to 1.43] 0·26
     Infection AND necrosis 5 (9%) 16 (27%) 0.23 [0.08 to 0.70] 0·01

Secondary outcomes

≥ 1 wound complication – multivariate baseline risk adjusted 0.4 [0.17 to 1.09] 0.08

Necrosis – multivariate baseline risk adjusted 0.28 [0.11 to 0.72] 0.008

Infection – multivariate baseline risk adjusted 0.46 [0.17 to 1.28] 0.14

Clinically severe necrosis 12 (21%) 17 (29%) 0.61 [0.25 to 1.48] 0.28

Clinically severe infection 9 (16%) 14 (24%) 0.58 [0.30 to 1.50] 0.26

Fasciotomy required** 2 3
Amputation 1 3
Subsequent surgery – patients 39 (67%) 33 (56%)
Subsequent surgery – procedures
(mean number per patient) 

96
(2.5)

114
(3.3)

Table 2
Characteristics of acute care including initial (blinded) surgery; data are n (%) or median (interquartile range); *multiple methods used 

in some cases; ICU – intensive care unit; IM – intramedullary; HBOT – hyperbaric oxygen treatment

Table 3
Acute outcomes (up to 14-day assessment); no adjustments made for multiple measures of pre-specified secondary outcomes; 
*predefined primary outcome measure ‘infection AND/OR necrosis’; **fasciotomy performed at surgery subsequent to initial surgery
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questionnaires. There was no differential loss to follow up 
between trial allocation groups at 12 months (Χ2

1
 = 0.56, 

P = 0.45) or 24 months (Χ2
1
 = 0.71, P = 0.71).

Hyperbaric oxygen patients reported better mean scores 
of physical functioning, less impairment of daily activities 
and lower mean pain scores at follow-up. One control group 
patient opted for elective amputation at 24 months (Table 5 
and supplementary Table S20).

CROSS OVERS AND AS PER TREATMENT RECEIVED 
ANALYSIS

Six patients allocated to the control group received one or 
more HBOT sessions. Five of the six commenced HBOT 
late on day two or on day three post injury. All experienced 
necrosis and three developed infection. None received 
sufficient HBOT sessions to meet the ‘therapeutic course’ 

criteria and all were considered by their primary surgeon 
to need HBOT in view of incipient or actual complications 
of severe injury. All of these patients were included when 
‘as per treatment received’ data analysis was undertaken, 
despite being a group with high likelihood of complications 
and late or insufficient sessions of HBOT. One patient started 
HBOT on day eight when assessed as being at high risk of 
postoperative wound breakdown due to age and diabetes. 
He did not experience complications and was not included 
in the ‘as per treatment received’ analysis due to the late 
commencement. In this ‘as per treatment received’ analysis, 
there were no statistically significant differences identified 
between treatment allocation groups.

ADVERSE EVENTS

There were no major complications of HBOT although 
treatment was prematurely discontinued for minor ear 

Scale Group
Mean score (SD) Mean difference, [95% CI] mixed effects

regression using time from injury
P-value

12 months 24 months

SF36 physical
function
(higher is better)

HBOT 38.5 (9.7) 40.3 (11.2)
+2.90, [1.03 to 4.77] 0.002

Control 34.2 (12.7) 40.3 (13.3)

SMFA function
index
(lower is better)

HBOT 21.8 (13.6) 17.3 (14.1)
-2.54, [-4.46 to -0.62] 0.01

Control 29.3 (20.1) 22.2 (18.4)

SMFA daily
activities
(lower is better)

HBOT 26.8 (20.1) 20.4 (21.9)
-19.51, [-21.08 to 0.06] 0.05

Control 38.2 (27.4) 26.0 (24.2)

Table 4
Twelve month arbitrated outcomes (day 14 through to 12 months); no adjustment for multiple measures of pre-specified secondary 
outcomes; *delayed union AND/OR deep infection AND/OR problem wound; **not able to be analysed in a manner consistent with 
the a priori plan to determine odds ratios due to zero number in HBOT group (Fishers exact test statistic 0.006); ***non-united at nine 
or 12 months and/or bone graft performed for non-union or pseudarthrosis (early amputation cases not included); HBOT − hyperbaric 

oxygen treatment; N/A – not applicable; OR – odds ratio

Complication HBOT Control OR [95% CI] P-value

≥ one serious complication* 6/52 (12%) 18/52 (35%) 0.24 [0.08 to 0.68] 0.007
Problem wound 0/53 7/52 (13%) OR analysis N/A**
Deep infection 4/53 (8%) 8/52 (15%) 0.43 [0.12 to 1.56] 0.20
Delayed union*** 5/52 (10%) 13/51 (25%) 0.31 [0.10 to 0.95] 0.04

Closed wounds at review
14 days 37/58 (64%) 34/59 (56%)  
3 months 44/52 (87%) 39/52 (77%)
6 months 50/51 (98%) 38/48 (79%)
9 months 48/49 (98%) 38/44 (86%)
12 months 43/44 (98%) 38/41 (93%)
Mixed effects logistic regression comparison over 12 months: OR 1.65, 95% CI 1.07 to 2.53; P = 0.02

Table 5
Patient reported quality of life measures at 12 and 24 months; CI – confidence interval; HBOT − hyperbaric oxygen treatment; 

SF36 − language specific short form 36; SMFA − short musculoskeletal function assessment
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barotrauma in two cases and for coincident nausea, vomiting, 
pain, agitation or anxiety in a further nine instances (15% of 
HBOT cases). See supplementary material for further detail.

One serious adverse event was notified: a patient allocated 
to the HBOT group experienced a free-flap failure due to 
irreversible venous thrombosis. The relevant hospital’s 
clinical review committee concluded that this complication 
was unrelated to the study protocol or conduct. The patient 
did not receive further HBOT sessions following flap failure 
but underwent a second tissue transfer procedure which was 
successful.

Discussion

Our group has successfully completed the first multi-centre 
randomised clinical trial of HBOT in acute musculoskeletal 
trauma, confirming that it is possible to safely deliver HBOT 
during the acute care phase. The allocated groups were 
well matched and our 12-month outcome analysis is based 
upon a 92% follow up rate of wound healing, infection and 
orthopaedic procedure data.

The demographic, gender and injury patterns of the HOLLT 
patients were similar to those reported from advanced 
economy nations, with motor transport related injury and 
falls from heights predominant. Our study had many of the 
characteristics of what are considered ‘pragmatic trials’, with 
few exclusion criteria and normal clinical practises followed. 
Although most enrolling centres did not record the number 
of potentially eligible patients not approached for enrolment, 
there were reportedly very few, if any, identified patients 
who were excluded for reasons of unsuitability for HBOT. 
We therefore expect our findings should be generalisable 
to other centres.29

It is notable that HBOT patients had lower numbers of 
complications of every recorded type, in every sub-category. 
Importantly, the severity of acute phase complications 
appears reduced in the HBOT group, with a lower incidence 
of soft tissue necrosis and an associated reduction in the 
likelihood of wounds developing the concerning problem 
of co-incident infection and necrosis.

Severe open fractures of the tibia are well known for 
high rates of long-term complications.12–15  Our study 
suggests HBOT can significantly reduce the risk of such 
complications. Over 12 months post-injury, there was a 
reduced incidence of complications overall and a reduction 
in the specific problems of delayed union and persistence 
of open wounds. Based upon 12- and 24-month health-
related quality of life and function measures, HBOT patients 
had superior functional outcomes. These effects are all 
biologically plausible and consistent with the effects of 
hyperbaric oxygen in animal models and previous studies 
in crush injury and in wounds and soft tissue infections in 
other settings.

Our results are consistent with our a priori hypothesis that 
adding HBOT to conventional modern care of complex open 
tibial fractures would reduce acute wound complications and 
that this would be associated with improved late outcomes. 
It is likely that our positive results are generalisable to other 
severe musculoskeletal injuries at other anatomical locations, 
consistent with claims by others.8,9,30–33

Our positive results arise predominantly from the data for 
patients with Gustilo 3A and 3B fractures. Although all 
enrolled patients were judged by clinicians to have severity 
factors indicating a high risk of complications, our study 
supports the predictive power of Gustilo grading, with 
low rates of complications following injuries arbitrated 
as Gustilo 2. All three patients who received HBOT for 
Gustilo 3C fractures avoided amputation. The case for using 
HBOT seems stronger in more severe injuries, with local or 
systemic risk factors probably more relevant considerations 
in lower severity injuries.

Although we believe the morbidity and complications of 
HBOT were acceptable in this study setting, it should be 
noted that it can be challenging to provide HBOT to acute 
post-injury and post-operative patients.

These findings may have significant implications worldwide, 
demanding further research and evaluation of the feasibility 
of delivering HBOT to a higher proportion of acute trauma 
patients.

LIMITATIONS

Our selection of a composite of acute complication measures 
as primary outcome was based upon the assumption 
this would be a more sensitive measure than the more 
clinically important 12-month complication rate. We 
were also concerned about the practicality of achieving 
acceptable follow up over 12 months. When slow enrolment 
necessitated revising the original enrolment target from 
250 to 120 subjects, this likely made the study underpowered 
for our chosen primary outcome. The two acute soft tissue 
complications of injury upon which our primary outcome 
was based have a complex interaction – infection or necrosis 
can occur in isolation, or infection can develop and lead to 
necrosis, or necrosis can occur which becomes infected. In 
hindsight, we would not recommend this composite outcome 
for future studies.

Although the lack of blinding of patients and their carers risks 
bias towards HBOT, we believe that this was unavoidable as 
sham hyperbaric treatments for control patients would have 
been potentially negative for the quality of their care and 
thus also a potential bias against the control allocation to 
‘standard care’. It is hoped that the use of objective measures 
and blinded arbitrators has minimised any significant bias 
in the study outcomes.

https://www.dhmjournal.com/images/Appendices/52_3/Millar_HOLLT_Supplementary_material_2022-523_2.pdf
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Conclusions

This multi-centre randomised trial of HBOT for severe 
open tibial fractures did not detect a statistically significant 
reduction in its pre-specified primary outcome measure of 
the overall number of acute complications of infection and/
or necrosis, likely because it was underpowered following 
a reduction in its enrolment target from 250 to 120 due 
to slow recruitment. Nevertheless, the study hypothesis 
was validated by the findings that HBOT was associated 
with a reduction in acute tissue necrosis and infection, and 
subsequently, a reduction in problems with wound healing 
and bone union.

The ideal number and timing of HBOT sessions remains 
unknown, and it is possible that the optimal number may 
vary with injury severity. The 12 HBOT session target used 
in this study may be excessive for most cases. Studies to 
determine optimum dose and timing are indicated. It will be 
important to evaluate the costs of this moderately expensive 
and logistically complex treatment against clinical outcomes 
and health economics over a longer term.
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